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Since the 1990s, discussions of queerness in architecture have been attached to the idea of 

queer space – a site both real and imaginary realized through the politics of identity, sexuality, 

and liminality. Such conversations – led by Joel Sanders and Aaron Betsky, among others – 

were rich, but they relegated queerness to a certain part of the design process by privileging 

spatial politics, formal configurations, and consciously abject inhabitations. Recent discussions 

in the discipline reveal new sites where we might locate queerness deeper within practice – as 

a relational phenomenon that perverts referents, that disturbs form, that upends received 

histories – to inflect not just what we design but how we design.  

Already we see an emerging generation of designers, writers, and curators whose work 

demonstrates, consciously or not, long-held tactics of queer culture drawn from subverting 

rules governing dress, sex, desire, and corporeal stability: subtle dysmorphia, playful 

misquotation, transgressive materialism, camp exaggeration, critical banality. Such tactics help 

frame recent trends toward the resurgence of the familiar, described sometimes as a 

revitalization of postmodernism, as a redisciplining of the profession, as a manipulation of 

platonic and elemental geometries, and so on.  

While the current political climate suggests that the reassertion of traditional values 

risks eschewing critical thought, aligning these practices with queerness alleviates their 

potential to register as regressive. If architecture has refocused on the object, then how can we 

revisit the object with new tools to call attention to its structures and absurdities? Even our 

theoretical metaphors reflect this shift: the rhizome, dominant throughout the ’90s, has been 

replaced by the bubble, whose structure is both dumb and complex, suggesting a multivalent 

richness in our imagining of objects. By looking at method – that is, the act of queering 

architecture and not the fact of queer architecture – we can give renewed primacy to the canon 

while filtering it through the logics of queer identity and queer desire. 

But how close must we stay to the familiar? Are slippages produced by the uncanny, the 

iterated, the altered examples of queer practice? What is a queer form, material, or 
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representation? Is there such a thing as queer infrastructure or technology? By beginning with 

the codes and rules associated with architecture and infrastructure, we can find a litany of sites 

for deliberate acts of manipulation and misprision that enable us to restructure the components 

of the discipline, and hopefully by extension the discipline itself. By treating historical material 

and the built environment as instigators for new kinds of responsive distortion, we might escape 

the oppression of legacy while preserving its comforts, queering architecture into something 

both known and strange, multivalent and informed. 
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Submission Guidelines 

 

Text 

Text should be submitted as an editable file that can be opened with Microsoft Word. Please be 

sure to include your name at the top and append your contact info and a very short bio (no more 

than 40 words) to the end. 

 

We prefer to receive texts in customary manuscript format (double-spaced, 12-point Times New 

Roman, 1" margins, US letter-sized page). 

 

While we work with authors to refine submissions, we request that all submitted essays be 

carefully edited and as complete as possible. Please consult The Chicago Manual of Style for 

appropriate stylistic standards for text and footnotes. 

 

Images 

Images may be collected and submitted, along with caption and credit information, in a single 

(multipage) low-res PDF; please do not embed images in text files. 

 

Total submission size should not exceed 2 MB. 


